AEZO IN BRIEF

Founded in November 2015 by Tanger Med group, Africa Economic Zones Organization is an association of leading African Economic Zones and institutions in charge of the development, management and promotion of Economic Zones in Africa.

AEZO is striving to enhance and sustain relationships within African Economic Zones Ecosystem, and offers dedicated support to its members, with devoted focus on growth and prosperity.

Through its activities, it aims to foster collective knowledge sharing, provide strategic and technical assistance, identify business opportunities and promote sustainable economic development models and practices.

KEY ORIENTATIONS

- Represent African Economic Zones at international organizations
- Enhance and improve Economic Zones Attractiveness
- Promote African Economic Zones business activities & initiatives
- Set-up of tailored model for Economic Zones development
- Contribute to the implementation of sustainable development policies
**SUPPORT**

- Assist African Economic Zones in projects deployment activities
- Support African Economic Zones go to-market initiatives
- Foster business trade and stimulate industrial investment

**KNOWLEDGE**

- **AEZO ATLAS**
  Build, perform and enrich comprehensive and extensive Database
- **AEZO CONNECT**
  Development of an interactive online exchange platform
- **AEZO TRAINING**
  Design and set-up of workshop and training sessions

**NETWORK**

- Empower business alliances and partnerships between AEZO members
- Connect AEZO members with business network and investors’ community
- Hook-up with international organisations, global consultants and experts

**PROMOTION**

- Assist AEZO members in implementing international standards and best practices
- Contribute to the development of a knowledge driven Marketing and communication strategies
- Facilitate expertise sharing and spotlight success stories and thriving projects
AEZO ATLAS

AEZO designed the first dedicated Economic Zones Database that comprehends:

- Atlas Outlook: Countries macro-economic data, statistics...
- Data assessment & analysis on African Economic Zones: FDI, Industry development, facts and figures...
- Investment framework: Regulation and laws, Customs procedures, Fiscal incentives...

AEZO CONNECT

AEZO Connect is an online exchange platform representing a knowledge bridge between the Economic Zones community. It aims to promote and facilitate information sharing and foster collaboration initiatives.

AEZO Connect offers dedicated access to wealthy interactions, online library, latest reports, articles and expert presentations.

AEZO TRAINING & CAPACITY BUILDING

Conducted by international experts, AEZO Training aims to connect the African Economic Zones community to an audience of professionals and speakers, providing educational presentations and conferences related to their businesses.

The Training sessions provide a seamless experience to attendees, through unique multimedia and interactivity features, offering live presentation, Q&A sessions and case studies demonstration.
SUPPORTING ECONOMIC ZONES DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

contact@africaeconomiczones.com
www.africaeconomiczones.com